mtroduction
Malaysia practiced consociational democracy effectively until year 1969. Nidzam (2006: 69) stated that the parliament has been suspended for over a year after the incident of May 13 th • Before the May 13 th incident, the political development in Malaysia progressed very well.
lIowever, this achievement shows that there was no conflict and coercion involved. During the 6 weeks 1969 elections campaign has created many racial issues among the Malays and non-Malays. In the campaign, the leaders have lack of new formula to fight and difficult to accept provocation from the opposition party such as PAS, DAP, Gerakan and PPP (Comber 1983: 63) .
This situation has encouraged Syed Rusin Ali (1996: 95) to suggest that conflict is not nlycommon to happen during election but commonly practiced in the institutional monarchy (king or local rulers) to gain undivided loyalty from the masses. For example, the traditional ruling system synonymously uses the concept of "loyalty" and "derhaka". This brings the mpact of psychology of fear and devotion to the rulers. Neo-feudalistic people have the feeling of fear, humble and devoted to the king or rulers. With the power to control the People, enable the rulers to widen their businesses and slim competition among the masses.
The political power gave them the opportunity to be involved in the economic sector and fully tnonopolize the system to maintain their political status.
According to Nidzam (2006: 256-257) , the humbleness and consent among the people 1Orespect to their leaders show that the elements of feudalism still practices in Malaysian jernocracy. Awards and recognition of titles (Tun, Tan Sri, Datuk, Datuk Seri and many :nore) from the government has awarded to the Malaysian people. They were not only obliged to be respected but the use of power and status to achieve many opportunity in the economic sector and other sectors commonly practiced among them. The traditional elements applied in the practice of democracy become the actuation of Malaysian democracy successfully practiced. It is undeniable the democracy that has been practiced intertwined with the people's traditional background (adat and istiadat) and the religious affairs. Apparently, the Malaysian election culture succeeds to construct the structure and its practices. Political hegemony was practically implement by the leaders manage to be Powerful and constructed the people including the NGOs, opposition party, media and jUdiciary system. The voice of modem democracy drowns during the BN rule.
Thus, BN has fully utilized the state agencies III the election including by Illlplementing the acts, enactment, police, army and others to preserve their status quo. Other than that, the introduction of several acts likes Sedition Act, Official Secrecy Act, Internal SeCurity Act and many more is to control Malaysian politics and penalized the executives'
Intruder (Mauzy 1995: 117) .
The BN elite community especially the Malay elites dominate the ruling system in Malaysia which represents the success in winning the seats during election is guaranteed. For eXample, UMNO is the dominant party represents and seconded by the Malay elites that elected to dominate the important institution such as police, army, judiciary, legislative body and others. With the Malay elite's domination, they were easily control the ruling system Process.
!ttckground of Election and Malaysian Democracy
Malayan people's objective to rule their own country could not be achieved without the Consentof the British to held general election. In the beginning, the Malayan's people insisted the British to fulfill to have state level election as a practice to parliamentary democracy (Miller 1965: 151 Independence. This reflects the Malayan people readiness especially Tunku Abdul Rahman and the cabinet members to form coalition government as a preparation to the independent country. However, Alliance Party received many critics from others and this also resulted to 4 the limitation of space given to the opposition party to influence the national's political decision.
Supposing the election held represent competition among political parties and leaders as well as the voters. This scenario is very pathetic when the party determine by the race, this also leads to the deterioration and discrimination of the dominant party to the opposition party. Sometimes it also involves the change of laws and acts by the winning party in a way to preserve their status and oppress other community. generosity, the leaders were hoping to get support and undeniable loyalty from the people to < From the above discussion, the upper class (ruling elite) position has been constructed -< .. For a glance through the series of elections held in Malaysian democracy, elections
Were conducted in year of 1964, 1974, 1978, 1982, 1986, 1995 and 2004 . These years were a major success to BN in winning the seats contested. In the 3 The concept of hegemony is an important part in the existing social theory. Gramsci's idea of a 'historical bloc' provides a useful illustration of how power relations develop. However, the Power bloc cannot be reduced to a mere set of political coalitions or corporatist alliances.
Rather, it represents a more integrated set of state -class accommodations and ideological lllediations over a historical phase (Showstack 1980: 121) . This allows us to consider more comprehensively, the evolving framework of power from the colonial period in Malaya, This also denotes the sense in which power is formed along a continuum between domination and hegemony that is through state coercion and/or civil consent. In particular, the leading class's recourse to coercive means in order to maintain power (domination) is inversely related to the quality of its consensual legitimacy (hegemony). According to Gramsci (1971: 258) , the state is "ethical in as much as one of its most
Illlportant functions is to raise the great mass of the population to a particular cultural and llloral level which corresponds to the needs of the productive forces for development, and hence to the interests of the ruling classes'. This shows that it requires considering not only economic and political components of any hegemonic order, but also the integrated role of the lntellectual within that process. Here, Gramsci provides a new theoretical understanding of
Intellectual activity as structural enterprise, a key aspect being the construction of nationalPopular discourse. The intellectual may be viewed as rather more than an academic, social analyst or purveyor of knowledge.
Furthermore, Gramsci also conceptualized the organic intellectual which denotes Practical meaning to the interactive process of legitimating conducted around the term of 'DMNo network'. This helps to convey the sense in which individuals and institutions, both
Within and beyond the party, help sustain hegemony through the reification of dominant lnterests and social meaning. This agency linked to common issues such as policy of ideas, SOcial development and social meaning.
As a conclusion, hegemonic leadership involves developing intellectual, moral and
Philosophical consent from all major groups in a nation. It involves an emotional dimension too, in that those political leaders who seek hegemonic leadership must address the sentiments of the nation-people and must not appear as strange who are cut off from the masses (Bocock 19 86: 37) .
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The Consolidation Of Barisan Nasional (National Front) Hegemonic Political
!&adership
The main agenda-setting agency in Malaysia, as elsewhere, is the mass media. According to lIilley ( However, Mahathir able to strengthen his power in the party by applying significant strategies have placed him as the most powerful UMNO President. He has the power to Control the executive, legislative and judiciary. The central power of the three bodies is sYnonymous to the element of feudalism in Malay political culture that brings to modification in the modem political era.
Relatively, the patron-client relationship practice since the Malay traditional ruling system were applied and adapted in Malaysian democracy. As a reward, the people gave their
Undoubted loyalty and support their patron by paying tax, involve in voluntary work, offer assistance and many others (Chandra 1979: 78) . Other than that, the people have given the Consent to the BN government to rule the country. However, the Malays were too dependent on UMNO to strive for their rights and privileges. This enables BN government to impose many policies to ensure the Malays and others preserve their status quo. this approach that blocks the community from discussing sensitive issues for the sake of others interests. The criticism of the people will end up with traitor, terrorist, violator, antigovernment, militant and many more labels to those who did not support the government.
In Malaysia, there is limited space for the critical intellectual. This is evident elsewhere. In Malaysia, to be on the outside is to be not only oppositional, but dysfunctional.
And this culture permeates all parts of the social order, from the inclusion of academics in 'national advisory' boards to the 'problem-sharing' discourse taken up by 'media intellectuals' during the crisis. Potential dissent in Malaysian universities has also been tnediated through subtle forms of social incorporation, including the characterization of student radicalism as socially deviant. Thus, when the government talks of the need for debate
Or consultation, it means within the Barisan Nasional. And when the NGOs address social iSsues, they are encouraged to do so from within a problem-solving mode of analysis.
National Front won many elections (1964, 1974, 1978, 1982, 1995 and 2004) 
